TECHNOLOGY SCORING SHEETS
DEVELOPMENT EXTRACTION AND BITUMEN RECOVERY TECHNOLOGIES

NON-AQUEOUS SOLVENT EXTRACTION T-186

OLEOPHILIC SIEVE/BEADS T-529
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TAILINGS PROCESSING TECHNOLOGIES

COMPOSITE & CONSOLIDATED TAILINGS (CT FROM MFT) T-059

COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT

MFT SPIKED WHOLE TAILINGS (T-060)
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RESEARCH TAILINGS PROCESSING TECHNOLOGIES

CROSS FLOW TAILINGS FILTRATION T-067

NST PRODUCTION FROM THEBlend OF CYCLONE UNDERFLOW, THICKENER UNDERFLOW AND MFT T-185
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RESEARCH DEPOSITION TECHNOLOGIES

ACCELERATED EVAPOTRANSPIRATION USING VEGETATION T-039

TAILINGS SURFACE SEALANTS TO IMPROVE TRAFFICABILITY AND LIMIT INFILTRATION T-550
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